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Introduction
Karas XXX Adult Playground is a massive DVD compilation porn site that has been around since the
internet first became popular. More than a decade of DVDs and almost twenty-two thousand porn
scenes make this one of the largest and most complete porn archives on the planet. It's like a global
library of xxx smut and you get to be the most prominent archival porn librarian in the world.

Adult Review
Not all porn megasites are equal, and Karas XXX Adult Playground is definitely one of the top hardcore archives on the Net. 
This has been the go-to source by horny surfers for 12 years and counting, and there's no plans for the sexy site to stop
offering it's nasty goodies anytime soon.  So if you're in the mood to watch hot sluts acting raunchy, wild, and lewd, you've
found a yourself a porn palace where the best looking whores are always nude!
  
  You will find 5483 full length DVDs in just about any kink you can think of.  Just some of the major categories of filth
offered by Karas XXX Adult Playground include MILFs, Lesbians, Gang Bangs, Cheerleaders, Asians, and a whole lot more,
all of it being 100% ultra hardcore!  You'll literally be able to spend months of your life surfing through all of these DVDs
and still not be able to see it all.
  
  Don't believe it?  The producers of Karas XXX Adult Playground are so sure that they have one of the best smut sites on the
Net that they offer a 3 day trial membership absolutely free of charge.  But be careful when you take them up on this offer!
Make sure you skip the check boxes that will lock you into paid trials for other sites (though some look pretty good, and may
be worth a shot), then sit back and peruse the hardcore porn for free.
  
  If you like what you see then do nothing.  In three days you'll convert to a full paid monthly member, and the amount of
content you'll be able to access will seem like it doubles.  You'll be able to access loads of bonus content including web cams,
video on demand, and even more DVD archives.  Check out the list of some of the bonus sites right next to this review. You
just can't beat this amazing value anywhere!
  
  Every DVD that's available at Karas XXX Adult Playground can be both downloaded or streamed in WMV format.  There
are four different resolutions to choose from, with lots of the newest porn available in stunning 2000 Kbps 720 x 480
resolution.  There are tons of high quality porn pictures to also sift through, and that is also nicely categorized.  You can sort
the content either by your favorite porn star, or by its studio.  Unfortunately there doesn't seem to be any obvious way to sort
by date or alphabetical order, but with this much top notch smut you can certainly look past that!

Porn Summary
If you're in the mood to watch sexy sluts getting down and dirty in tons of sexy situations, the porn megasite Karas XXX
Adult Playground should be your destination of choice for a long time to cum!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Perhaps the most complete porn library on the planet'
Quality: 86  Updates: 100 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 100    Taste: 92        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
Deep Ass Sex (86) ,Asian Pleasures (85) ,All Asian Girls (85) ,Classic Mature (84) ,Black Cock White Snatch (83) ,Lesbian
Pink (83) 
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Subscription: $39.98 Preview: 3 Days for FREE! Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 21,236
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